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“There is an eagle so high up in the sky, flying on the
breath of the Creator. He looks down on the Earth
below and sees a dancing bear. That’s me, Dancing
Bear. He is telling me something very important.”
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SHORT SYNOPSIS
Ernie Philip (DANCING BEAR) was taken from his family at the age of eight and
placed in the Kamloops Residential School. When he left the school eight years later
he had learned to hate the white man and to despise his own people. He had no idea
who he was. He was haunted by thoughts of suicide.
Then he began to dance. And dancing, he came to understand all that had been lost,
and how to recover it. His life has been a dance of recovery that has led him to a place
of remarkable strength and power. DANCING BEAR is Ernie Philip’s story.
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LONG SYNOPSIS
DANCING BEAR is Ernie Philip. Ernie Philip tells the story of his life from two
perspectives: the factual events themselves, and then his observations about the
awakening awareness that the events inspired.
Born into a gentle and loving community Ernie Philip’s early childhood is full of
wonderful memories. Then, at the age of eight, the Canadian government removes him
from his family and forces him into the grotesquely cruel and bigoted assimilation
program of the residential school system. He is taught to despise his own people, and
learns to hate the white man. Released at the age of sixteen he enters the world a
traumatized victim, one more lost soul of a disenfranchised people. Hard-working,
self-supporting, he survives. Yet the shadow of suicide hovers in his thoughts for years.
He ﬁghts. He succumbs to alcoholism. Alcohol does not kill the pain.
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Ernie Philip signs himself into a rehabilitation clinic and falls in love with Yvonne, a
nurse working there. He leaves the clinic, stays dry a year, and then he and Yvonne are
married. One day Ernie observes a traditional First Nations dancer in full regalia,
chatting and laughing with a white man. Ernie cannot understand this, confronts the
dancer – how can he be so at ease with the white man?
The dancer teaches Ernie to dance.
Dancing brings Ernie Philip the healing he has so long sought. It becomes his
vocation. He dances all over planet Earth. Eighty ﬁve years old now, he still dances
with the suppleness and grace of a young man. He knows exactly who he is.
Ernie tells his story as a spiritual odyssey. And in doing so gives us a series of moving
insights into the traditional core values of his own people. He embodies the recovery of
cultural and personal identity. He is a living example of how-it-is-done.
Ernie Philip’s life can be seen as a metaphor for the history of the last ﬁve hundred
years: the arrival of the white man, the decimation of the aboriginal peoples of this
continent, the attempted annihilation of their collective identity ... and now their slow
but steady recovery, virtually unnoticed, unremarked upon, by popular media. Ernie’s
story perfectly reﬂects this descent into the void, and then the long arduous climb back
into the light. He gives us a roadmap for the journey, oﬀering a path forward that is
remarkable in its simplicity and wisdom.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
As a young man I came across a quote in a book, which I never forgot. Though it may
have been a misquote or mistranslation, the idea expressed still makes sense to me. Two
hundred years ago Chief Seattle apparently said to his people: “The white man is
coming and you can’t stop him. The only thing you can do is remember what you have now,
because in 200 years he is going to come on his knees asking for it.”
In my lifetime I believe I have seen Chief Seattle’s prophesy begin to play out. Western
civilization, the industrial revolution, the religious-like ascendance of science and
technology, the degeneration of traditional religions, the loss of spiritual connection,
and the proliferation of centralized political systems hijacked by corporate agendas –
have made a real mess of planet Earth, and of its human population. These interlocking
systems have become irrational and unsustainable. I think they are in the process of a
long collapsing.
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I see that the individuals and organizations who are truly evolutionary, who are creating
new, sustainable, rational options for the future seem to be serious fans of the core
values and teachings of the First Nations peoples of North America, and the aboriginal
peoples of the world – the very people who have been so horribly disenfranchised,
oppressed, and yet who still hold, deep in their collective blood, their DNA, a real and
profound connection with the natural world, both physical and spiritual. It must be
said that some of these world-changing innovators are, in fact, First Nations people.
When I was ﬁlming Ernie dancing in the great Kamloopa arbour, a stadium full of
dancers, I did not think of a defeated people, a dying culture. All I could do was marvel
at the beauty there, and the incredible strength humming just under the surface. And
when I stood over the drumming circle I found myself moved beyond words. I had to
walk away. I had to sit alone for awhile. With the greatest of respect and sincere
empathy for those who have suﬀered so much, I think a new story is also happening. I
think Ernie Philip, Dancing Bear, is a measure of how possible it is.
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PRODUCTION TEAM
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ERNIE PHILIP
is Dancing Bear

Ernie Philip is an Elder of the Shuswap Nation, British Columbia. He
was given the names Black Feather by the Blackfoot in 1974, and
Dancing Bear by the Sioux in 1993. Ernie is an acclaimed
international dance artist and a competition dancer since 1966. A
Grand Champion Fancy Dancer many times, a Straight Dance
Champion, Ernie has received over 130 other dance awards. He has
also has appeared in numerous movies and TV series.
As a dancer and lecturer Ernie has performed in Italy, USA, Canada,
Germany, Holland, Greece, Israel, England, New Zealand, Austria,
France, Ireland, New Guinea, and the Yukon. He has entertained and
taught thousands of children in schools in BC, Alberta, Manitoba and
overseas in England and Austria.
Active in promotions, folk festivals, conventions, Pow-Wows and
Expositions, Ernie has been a Master of Ceremony for countless events
and galas. He is also a spiritual counsellor, a marriage Commissioner,
and performs traditional ceremonies for the Shuswap nation.
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BRIAN SUMNER
producer
Brian Sumner has worked in social services a good part of

Brian oﬀered to help with a grant proposal for making a

his life, both for the government and for non-proﬁt

ﬁlm that would explore the idea of reconciliation in the

agencies which “give a community its glue”. He has also

context of Ernie’s life. The modest proposal became a

been a logger, a log house builder, and lived oﬀ-the-grid.

short ﬁlm that became a longer ﬁlm. And Brian became a

Brian met Ernie Philip 33 years ago when Ernie was a

ﬁlm producer.

native court worker and Brian was a youth probation
oﬃcer.

Reﬂecting on his experiences working with Dancing Bear,
Brian says, “Until now, I never realized the importance of

In 2010 at a conference at Three Valley Gap, Brian saw

sharing what I witnessed: the music which moved me, the

Ernie dance in his full regalia, and heard the story of his

drumming that went right into my bones; the exhilaration of

residential school experience. The experience was

the Pow Wow and the images of friendship and kindness that

transformative: “I knew the legacy of residential schools as

occur there ... all of which took me out of my analytical

history, but hearing Ernie and others such as Chief Wayne

preoccupations and showed me what is right in the world,

Christian speak from their hearts, I woke up to how their

even under the cloud of what was done that was so very

childhood –and thousands of other childhoods had been

wrong for all those years.”

stolen, and the path of adult lives so deeply challenged.
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BEN GED LOW
director / producer

Karie was drawn away by other commitments. Ernie
Philip (Dancing Bear) came to visit. Ernie and Brian
Sumner and I spent long evenings chatting at my

Ben Ged Low has credits on hundreds of films,

dining room table. Ernie’s insights were so simply

working at one time or another as producer, director,

stated, and yet so full of wisdom, I realised that his

writer, cinematographer, composer, stills

story was not about the descent into darkness, into the

photographer, music producer, editor, and sound

horror that was the residential school system; Ernie’s

design\mixer.

story was about the climb into the light. A half hour
TV show suddenly seemed pitifully inadequate.

“When author-photographer-artist Karie Garnier
showed up on my doorstep with footage he’d shot of a

It has always troubled me – the almost impossible

fellow named Dancing Bear I was intrigued. As a

complexity of trying to understand and resolve our

child, I made my own moccasins, my most treasured

mutual history – the colonial invaders and the never-

possession was a bow, and the stories that fascinated me

quite-conquered First Nation peoples. Apologies, no

were of the First Nations. Karie was wondering what

matter how sincere, don’t seem enough. And I can’t

kind of film could be made from the footage. I figured

imagine how those who have been so betrayed could ever

maybe a 24 minute TV half-hour, needing only a few

forgive their transgressors. But at one of those evening

weeks to edit it together.

dinners Ernie offered a way out of this maze. It is

Then I met Dancing Bear.
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Karie Garnier is an author, photographer,
painter and award-winning filmmaker. He
created the photographic show and book,
OUR ELDER’S SPEAK - A Tribute to Native
Elders.
Long fascinated by the world of the First
Nations and inspired by his friendship with
Ernie Philip (Dancing Bear), Karie proposed
making a film about Ernie’s life.
Over the next three years he raised financing
for a film and spent a great deal of time
talking with and filming Ernie. Later he
brought in filmmaker Ben Ged Low to help
further develop the project.
At this point Karie was called away to other
commitments, and to his ongoing work with
the Fuga Islanders in the Philippines.
Though one could say Ernie Philip is the
inspiration for this film, Karie is certainly the
acknowledged initiator, both the spark that
got it started and the dedication that took it
well along on its journey to completion.
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QUOTES FROM DANCING BEAR
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“I was born in 1930. All the memories, it’s something you can’t
change. It was so beautiful. I had the lake, I had the creek, I had the
mountains, I had the trees ... all these was my toys. I didn’t have
bicycles or anything in that area coz the woods was my destination
every day, or the river, or the lake.”
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“At the residential school it was banged into my head to despise my own
people. After the school I didn’t want to be a native. It was too hateful.
I hated the white man. And I despised my own people. I wanted to
commit suicide.
You know how I was going to go? I was going to jump in front of a train.
I was about eighteen, twenty then. Young. But lucky I got chicken. To
this day I’m very very happy I didn’t kill myself.
Some of my relatives didn’t chicken out though. They died under a train.
Thousands of natives commit suicide. This is not just back then. It is
still happening now.
All those people who ran the residential schools. I think they had lost
their identity too. Otherwise they could never have done that to us.”
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“When I was a child, we weren’t allowed to dance. Anybody who got
caught dancing was ﬁned 25 dollars, or one month imprisonment. It
was illegal to speak our language, or practice our own customs, or our
spiritual ways. It was also illegal to sell or lease our own land, or to buy
land. We weren’t even allowed to have a bank account. This was
Federal Law, right across Canada.
The people who made these laws, who tried so hard to steal our
identity, they are all dead now. But today their children are still passing
judgment on our troubled communities, as if we’d created the problems
all by ourselves.”
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“I loved the rodeo. I was a saddle-bronc rider. I competed all over
the place. Until I got all my front teeth knocked out by a horse.
At that time I was really mixed up. I was drinking. I was hating
white people. They would look at me, and I wanted to ﬁght them.
I was really horrible in that area. I learned to box down in Seattle,
and Portland. I didn’t like it though. It didn’t feel true. It was
something that came out of my anger. That’s no place to come
from, anger.”
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“When I was thirty four I wanted to
commit myself to a mental institution,
to stop drinking. My friends all said, ‘are
you crazy?!’

Instead, I signed up at the ﬁrst Halfway
House in BC, in Maple Ridge. There
was a girl who worked there. Her name
was Yvonne. She was nineteen, and had
beautiful long black hair. She didn’t
like me much though.

I left the halfway house after a month.
But I never took another drink for the
rest of my life.

I wrote letters to that girl Yvonne. In
one letter I told her I loved her. Her
supervisor told her to make sure I stayed
dry for at least a year. I did. And then
we got married.

Yvonne’s family are of French and Irish
heritage. They loved me, accepted me.
We all got along just ﬁne.

I was the ﬁrst person from my band to
marry a non-native. It didn’t seem to
matter. There were good feelings.”
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“I saw this native guy. He was from Alberta, dressed in full regalia.
He was talking to a white man, and laughing. I hated white people
so much at that time. I said to myself: ‘What the hell is wrong with
that native guy?!’ I was trying to ﬁgure it out, you know. But I
didn’t want to cause trouble, so I just walked oﬀ. But I never forgot.”
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“We had tribal dances after that. People would come to Chase and
Shuswap to practice. Old people, young people, little kids.
Shuswap songs and everything. We didn’t have any fancy regalia
then. A few things. But not much.
When I was a small child we used to dance around the wood stove.
I remember asking my Grandpaw, ‘why do you put the blanket over
the window’. He said: “So the priest won’t see us, and report us,
and send us to jail.”
That dancing, it was beauty. It made me happy, it made me glad.
Jumping around, the drumming and the music, when you’re a kid
you think it’s fun. And it was fun.”
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“So I went to the community dances. The ﬁrst or second time
I danced I knew I was going to heal. My grandfather used to
tell me that, “You do not hate, it’s not our way.”
All that love and respect, it’s all piled up there in those
ceremonies, in that dancing. I got no time to put that aside.
Even later, when I was competing, I never thought about
being good, or not good, or being a terriﬁc dancer. I was in it
for all that love and respect that we share.”
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“I got hooked on dancing at home, up at Shuswap. But I wanted to
get better at it. I knew there were many top dancers down there in
Oklahoma. Many of them are old-time teachers. That’s why I went.
I had some top trainers. The feather dancing I had to learn from
these people, the ones I use today, the neck bustle, the back bustle.
I had to earn that right. And I was given permission by Chief Mac
Whitehorse in Oklahoma. To honor, to respect that culture. That’s
where I started my career in dancing.
I’m a Shuswap, from so far up north, many nations in between. But
I guess he recognized me. He loved me. And I loved him too. And
his family.”
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“Residential school had taught me all this bad stuﬀ about dancing.
Then I learned the truth. I learned it from so many people, my own
people, First Nations people.
After that ceremony where I was given permission I felt good. It
changed many things for me. I was able to respect again, to respect
who I was. I’m a Shuswap, that is who I am. It was like I came alive
again, after being asleep for a long long time. And I had friends. I
had friends all over the country.”
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“My Irish stepdad. A white man. I hated him. I hated him. Until I
saw how much he loved my Mom. Then I loved him. He said to
me one day: “You see what happened to you? It happened to us
too. “ And he told me what the English had done to the Irish.
It happens all over the world. I’ve never understood how people
can do things like this to each other. It doesn’t make sense to me.”
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“I danced in every single school district in BC, except one I think.
Chicago, Philadelphia, San Francisco, the hotel Vancouver, Las
Vegas, in the forest all by myself, in the kitchen, I don’t care where I
dance. I say to myself, Holy Smokes, you know, it’s good. The
people I meet, they’re all equally important to me; when I dance it’s
for the people, wherever I am. It’s not only for myself.
Someone asked me my favourite place to dance. I thought about it
a long time. ‘All of them,’ I said, ‘because when you dress up in your
regalia you feel great, you feel proud, you feel everything’.”
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“I’ve heard people say that to be successful in the white man’s world
you have to give up your own culture, your own values. You have to
hide that you are native. I have a friend who is a dancer, Steven
Point. He’s a Salish from Fraser Valley. We toured the dance circuit
together for years, all over BC and down into the states. He’s a
really good dancer. He should be, I was one of his teachers.
In his spare time Steven has also been chief of the Skowkale First
Nation, and a lawyer, an immigration adjudicator, a Provincial
Court judge, an honorary naval captain and the lieutenant
governor of British Columbia. He has shaken hands with the
Queen of England and the Pope.
And you know what? He still looks like an Indian to me. “
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“The eagle ﬂies close to heaven, where the Creator is. So the eagle
feather is sacred. It is like medicine. We use it to heal, to clear away
any bad stuﬀ.
For us, the Eagle represents a state-of-grace that comes when you
have lived both the highs and lows of your life. It is when you have
learned to trust your connection with the Creator that you earn the
right to use the Eagle’s medicine.”
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“One time I danced, I don’t know if anyone else saw it, something very
special happened. I crashed through the ﬂowers, right in the middle ...
I’m gone ... in that big circle, whatever it may be, and it’s a very powerful
feeling. I was thinking, what did I do, what did I do?! The color, it was
so beautiful, a diﬀerent world all around...”
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“I’ve thought about the ﬂowers many many times. I’ve thought
about the beauty of the pink ﬂowers. So when you get to that
point, who would that be? Is that Ernie? I wasn’t thinking of Ernie
when that happened. I believe that’s maybe the spirit of a dancer.”
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“When I dance for non-natives, when they are right there in front
of me, I can see they want to understand, they want to get closer
to what is at the heart of the dancing.
When I am interviewed by the media I try to explain these things.
But they edit what I say. They stay stuck on the surface.
Maybe it’s because you can’t really talk about the spirit. The spirit
only shows up when you stop talking.”
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“Too many times the media talks about my people and it’s like they’re
talking about a mud puddle. And I look at my people and I see an ocean.”
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“In the old days the Shuswap people had a very peculiar idea of
wealth. The wealthiest people in our communities were the ones
who gave away the most. We even had special ceremonies,
Potlatches, just for this purpose: to give.
This was not a popular idea with the Canadian government when I
was a child. They made those ceremonies illegal. But they are not
illegal anymore.”
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“There is no name in Shuswap for what we wear
when we dance. No one talks about why.
Maybe it is too sacred to be named. We can
describe certain parts, the porcupine roach, the
eagle feather, but for the whole thing, there is no
name.
We have an English word for it: ‘regalia’, the
clothes worn by royalty. It was the closest thing
we could ﬁnd to represent the idea. But in
Shuswap, there is no name.
It is not a costume though. The word costume
makes me think of Halloween. I believe you put
on a costume to become someone else. But for
me, I put on regalia to become who I really am.”
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“When I danced at the ﬁrst Kamloopa
powwow there were 50 dancers, 10 drums,
and maybe 500 people in the audience.
This weekend 20,000 people will come...
You know, my people have been here for
12,000 years, maybe more. I think this land
likes us. Maybe we will be dancing here for
another 12,000 years. Who can say.”
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“The most famous people in the world seem to be movie stars or
politicians – people pretending to be someone other than who they are.
I think it is not only natives who are struggling to know themselves.”
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“I love any kind of dancing. I ﬁnd people who dance are easy to
love. Whether we are Shuswap or Saulteaux or Cree or Irish or
English, I believe that our art, our song, our dance, is the mirror we
look into – to see who we are.”
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“Cars, and TV’s, and cellphones; they’ve
been around for a few years. They are okay.
At the beginning of time I bet there was a
drum. The drum is the ﬁrst music. It is the
heart beat.
This drum and these songs and these
dances, they have been here for thousands
and thousands of years. I think it is
important to remember this. I think it is
very important to remember this.”
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“Everywhere I turn – the movies, the TV, the magazines are telling
me who I am or who I should be. When others try to tell me who I
am, I think it is because they don’t know who they are themselves.
I dance with my people, I know who I am. I respect who I am.
Because I respect who I am ... I know how to respect you.”
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“How do you, a non-native, apologize for the crimes of an ancestor
you never knew? How do I, a Shuswap, forgive you for something you
didn’t do, or forgive your ancestor who is dead now? It is hard for
both of us to know how to do these things authentically: apologize
and forgive. Maybe there is something simpler we can do. Respect
changes everything, right now.”
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“I thought we could make a law for respect. But
human laws are as changeable as humans. The
law once said it was illegal for my people to
dance their sacred dances. Now the law says it is
okay.
The creator has another set of laws. That’s where
I ﬁnd the true meaning of respect. These laws
never change. I can’t write them down. I can
only know them in my heart.”
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“There is an eagle so high up in the sky, flying on the
breath of the Creator. He looks down on the Earth
below and sees a dancing bear. That’s me, Dancing
Bear. He is telling me something very very important.”

“The eagle has amazing vision. He sees the shadow
and the light. He knows that both are beautiful.”
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DANCING BEAR CREDITS
FEATURING

ERNIE PHILIP

WRITTEN AND DIRECTED BY

BEN GED LOW

EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS

ERNIE PHILIP, RHONDA PHILIP

PRODUCERS

BRIAN SUMNER, BEN GED LOW, KARIE GARNIER

CINEMATOGRAPHY

BEN GED LOW, KARIE GARNIER

EDITING, FILM MUSIC, SOUND

BEN GED LOW

DESIGN, NARRATION
SONGS composed and performed by

ERNIE PHILIP
RANDY WOOD
BRANDON DANIELS & SAGE HILLS
NORTHERN CREE
RIVER CREE – CIKEHTAMOK
MEGAN LAURIDSEN (The Wedding Song)
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A SPECIAL THANK YOU TO:
YVONNE PHILIP
JASON PHILIP
RHONDA PHILIP
MARLA PHILIP

THE SECWEPMEC NATION
LITTLE SHUSWAP BAND
THE KAMLOOPA POWWOW
THE QUEWEZANCE – BLAKEY WEDDING
JOE & JANICE QUEWEZANCE and their families and guests
ALEXIS CHRISTENSEN Master of Ceremonies
CHIEF JUDY WILSON Justice of the Peace

THE BLAKEY SCHOOL OF IRISH DANCE
TIA JERVIS
CAYLENE JERVIS
MARIYA BLADES
MEGAN STRAUME
LINDSAY MAIER
LAUREN MAIER
JULIA JENNINGS
KRISTI BETSCHLER
MEGAN HARPER
RICHELLE SEWARD
PAIGE STEVENS
ROCHELLE HOFFMANN
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GOVERNMENT HOUSE BRITISH COLUMBIA
STEVEN POINT

BASTION PLACE
MICHELLE BOJDA
QUAAOUT LODGE

a special thank you to:

KARIE GARNIER
for conceiving and initiating the DANCING BEAR project
ROBERT NICHOL
for consultation and support
TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION COMMISSION OF CANADA
for their ﬁnancial support from the Commemoration Fund,
and for permission to use the historical photos

DEPARTMENT OF
ABORIGINAL AFFAIRS AND NORTHERN DEVELOPMENT
GARRISON GARROW
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